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I. Tribal membership is not determinative of Indian status. 

The government’s Answering Memorandum largely fails to address the 

issues before this court on appeal.  The government contends that the Magistrate’s 

decision was supported by the evidence mainly because Mr. Loera is not an 

enrolled member of the Fort Mojave Tribe.  This was not, and is not the issue in 

contention in this matter.  The parties stipulated that Mr. Loera is not an enrolled 

member of the tribe and is not eligible to become an enrolled member of the tribe 

because he has 3/16
ths 

Fort Mojave blood and the tribe requires its members to have 

1/4
th
 blood quantum.  To the extent that the government’s Response focuses on this 

fact, it misses the point.   

As the Bruce test makes clear, tribal enrollment “is not the only means nor is 

it necessarily determinative” of Indian status.
1
  Indeed, if a defendant has both 

some Indian blood quantum and is an enrolled member in a federally recognized 

tribe, the inquiry into Indian status is essentially over: the person is clearly an 

Indian for purposes of federal criminal jurisdiction.
2
  The government’s repeated 

references to Mr. Loera’s enrollment status are not relevant to an analysis of the 

final two factors of the second prong of the Bruce test.    

                                           
1
 U.S. v. Bruce, 394 F.3d 1215, 1224 (9th Cir. 2005) (citing, U.S. v. Broncheau, 

596 F.2d 1260, 1263 (9th Cir. 1979)).   
2
 Id. 
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The questions before this court are: 

1. Burden Shifting. In a § 1152 case, once a defendant produces prima 

facie evidence that he is an Indian, due process requires the government 

to disprove that he is an Indian beyond a reasonable doubt. Here, the 

magistrate ruled that Mr. Loera had produced prima facie evidence that 

he is an Indian, yet forced him to prove that he is an Indian. Did the 

magistrate place the burden on the government, as due process requires? 

 

2. Insufficient Evidence of Non-Indian Status. Evidence is sufficient to 

show that a defendant is not an Indian if no rational factfinder could 

conclude that he is an Indian. Here, the magistrate judge found that Mr. 

Loera has three-sixteenths Fort Mohave Indian blood, received services 

reserved only to Indians or their descendants thus enjoying the benefits of 

tribal affiliation, and participated in the social life of the Fort Mohave 

tribe. Could a rational factfinder conclude, on this evidence, that Mr. 

Loera is an Indian? 

The government’s repeated references to tribal membership as justification for the 

magistrate court’s ruling do not address either of these issues. 

II. The magistrate judge erred when he placed the burden on Mr. 

Loera to prove that he is an Indian, instead of on the government 

to disprove that he is an Indian.  

The magistrate judge clearly violated Mr. Loera’s right to due process by 

shifting the burden of proving Indian status to the defendant.  In its ruling, the 

magistrate judge wrote: “[the] Defendant has not established sufficient, current, 

‘social recognition as an Indian through residence on a reservation and 

participation in Indian social life.’”
3
  However, at that time, the court had already 

ruled that Mr. Loera had met his burden of production.  At that time, Mr. Loera did 

                                           
3
 M.J. Dkt. #29 at 19:21 to 20.13. 
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not need to establish anything.  The magistrate judge violated Mr. Loera’s right to 

due process by continuing to place the burden of establishing Indian status on him 

after he had made a prima facie showing.   

III. The evidence was insufficient to support the conclusion that Mr. 

Loera is not an Indian. 

 

The government clearly failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. 

Loera is not affiliated with the Fort Mojave Indian tribe.  Stipulated evidence 

established that Mr. Loera received extensive benefits from the tribe and the 

federal government by virtue of his affiliation with the Fort Mojave tribal member.  

Mr. Loera is eligible for and received extensive benefits from the tribe and the 

federal government because he is a descendant of a tribal member.
4
  Mr. Loera 

received free health care at the Fort Mojave Indian Health Center.
5
  Mr. Loera 

received free behavioral health services at the Fort Mojave Indian Tribal 

Behavioral Health Department.
6
  Mr. Loera received free health care at the Phoenix 

Indian Medical Center, an Indian Health Services Hospital.
7
  This stipulated 

evidence established that Mr. Loera is affiliated with the Fort Mojave Indian Tribe 

by virtue of the benefits he received from the tribe and the federal government.  

Therefore, the magistrate court erred when it found that the government had 

                                           
4
 M.J. Dkt. #16 ¶¶ 8, 9, 11 & 12; M.J. Dkt. #31 Exh. C. 

5
 M.J. Dkt. #16 ¶¶ 8 & 9. 

6
 M.J. Dkt. #16 ¶¶ 11 & 12. 

7
 M.J. Dkt. #31 Exh. C. 
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proven beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Loera was not affiliated with a 

federally recognized tribe. 

Moreover, copious other evidence further established Mr. Loera’s affiliation 

with the Fort Mojave Indian tribe.  Uncontested evidence established that Mr. 

Loera has lived nearly his entire life on the reservation.
8
  Stipulated and 

uncontested evidence established that his son, mother, aunt, and cousins are all 

enrolled tribal members.
9
  Fort Mojave Tribal Court records established that the 

tribe prosecuted Mr. Loera at least eight times as a juvenile.
10

 The government’s 

witness testified that all of those prosecutions were criminal.
11

  Testimony 

throughout the hearing established that Mr. Loera has extensive cultural ties to the 

tribe and that he self-identifies as a Fort Mojave Indian.   

In light of the overwhelming evidence of Mr. Loera’s affiliation with the 

Fort Mojave Indian Tribe, the magistrate clearly erred when it found that the 

government had proved beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Loera is not affiliated 

with the tribe.     

                                           
8
 RT 18:19-25, 19:19-23. 

9
 Dkt #16 ¶¶ 3 & 5; RT 15:14-15, 16:10-13, 55:6-25, 60:7-9, 217:14-18. 

10
 Def. Exh. 1 & 3. 

11
 RT 311:25-312:1; 317:8-18; 319:14-22; 321:17-25; 322:16-19. 
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CONCLUSION 

Because the magistrate judge incorrectly forced Mr. Loera to shoulder the 

burden of proving that he is an Indian, and in any event the evidence allowed a 

rational factfinder to conclude that he is an Indian, this Court should reverse Mr. 

Loera’s conviction and remand for dismissal of the information against him. 

 Respectfully submitted: November 30, 2015. 
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